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ABSTRACT: Teeth are an important object of studies in many scientific disciplines and, among various study techniques, 

measurements have one of the most promising prospects for further improvements supported by progress in computer sciences, 

imaging and image processing. Our recent work on automated odontometric algorithms for premolars and molars has gradually 

come to develop similar methods for another group of teeth—incisors. Using 3D reconstructions of teeth obtained through micro-

focus tomographic scanning, we propose landmarks, which correspond to main morphological features of incisors and enable their 

formal description. In this article we present an orientation and measurement technique, based on an interpretation of incisor 

morphology, as a system which is able to perform in a fully automated mode. Since the primary objective of the current paper is to 

introduce methodological improvements, data on measurements and their results are shown at the most basic level. 
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1. Introduction 

Teeth are one of the most important objects of research in anthropology, palaeontology and other human and 

natural studies. Various study techniques are used in dental research, amongst which are measurement techniques for 

analysing sizes and morphology of teeth [1,2]. Descriptive methods usually prevail, however, largely due to the wide 

morphological variance and different conditions of the studied teeth. Measurements often accompany descriptions of 

dental traits and scoring of their expression level in odontological studies, mainly with maximal mesio-distal and bucco-

lingual diameters of tooth crowns being measured [3,4]. On worn teeth, measurements on cervices are seen as more 

informative [5,6]. Recent progress in computer sciences and imaging has stimulated the development of measurement 

methods and miscellaneous techniques [7–9]. However, many of those methods do not appear to be sufficiently systematised 

for direct combined application and correct comparison of obtained results [6]. Given the above circumstances, measurement 

automation can support the development of more versatile tools and facilitate cross-methodological collaboration. 

During recent years, we have been developing automated digital odontometric techniques, advancing in two main 

directions. Firstly, we paid special attention to detecting associations between dental morphology and method 

framework by identifying landmarks on teeth and setting software running sequences, ensuring performance of an 

algorithm at all stages, from tooth model loading, through its surface analysis and orientation, to measurements. We 

proposed the said method framework as the software functioning and settings should be based on the most principal 

features of teeth, which could be reliably and correctly detected and depicted. Secondly, defining significant 

morphological structures provides the appropriate degree of flexibility of the automated technique for versatile and 

multi-task measurements [10,11], which is especially beneficial taking into consideration the diversity of morphological 

types in heterodont masticatory systems, biological variance of teeth and different conditions of studied material mainly 

influenced by dental wear. Of course, this technique, being digital, works with 3D reconstructions. Nevertheless, 

depending on study objectives and stages, both 2D and 3D modes can be used.  
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At early stages of the odontometric technique development optical scanning methods were used. They actually 

provide an acceptable quality of 3D models that meet the study requirements. However, at the current stage of research, 

high resolution x-ray tomographic imaging and reconstruction provides sufficient information on the required detail of 

dental morphology [12] satisfying the requirements of the majority of studies, unless special samples or aspects are 

studied [13]. Thus micro-focus computed tomographic scanning becomes more widely used in research today. Such 

studies are carried out on teeth classified into different groups, including incisors, which are of particular interest in this 

paper. We here focus on new methodological aspects of measuring incisors and present functioning of the automated 

digital technique at a basic level. 

Odontometry on incisors can be carried out on different types of samples. Manual measurements are usually 

conducted on real teeth or their copies (e.g. when paleontological findings are studied [14]). Plaster models can also be 

used for manual measurements, for instance for analysing and classifying shapes of teeth [15]. At the same time, in 

some other, yet similar, phenotypic studies plaster models can be successfully substituted by digital images, which are 

arguably more convenient for marking and defining measurable variables [16]. Similar studies conducted on 3D 

reconstructions give wider opportunities for obtaining more diverse and objective data in convenient ways, taking into 

consideration conventional benefits of digital software application [17] and application of geometric morphometric 

analysis [18]. There are also examples of measurements of morphological traits on incisors, which include linear and 

angular geometric constructions on different morpho-histological layers of teeth [19]. Among other studies on incisors, 

those using multidisciplinary approaches, including calculations, sectioning, stress analysis and geometric 

morphometrics, can be mentioned [20,21]. Thus, studies of frontal teeth, including upper and lower incisors, are 

significant in dental research; hence development of new automated measurement techniques with advanced 

functionality could potentially be of value for odontology. 

Methodological studies and comparisons of manual and digital measurements are very important [22], and hence 

digital techniques, including automated algorithms, can provide researchers with opportunities for further advances, 

beyond the limits of classical methods, in studying different teeth, including incisors, as presented in the paper. One of 

the most important stages in measurement systems is object orientation as this factor contributes to accurate 

measurements and enables comparison of obtained results. Edges of incisors can serve for orientation purposes [23], 

but these structures morphologically are very variable on different teeth—be they intact or worn. Taking into 

consideration the diversity of existing orientation systems [24], automated techniques can serve as an analytical tool 

and have a potential for orientating measured objects reliably.  

Measurement errors are another typical topic of discussions in odontometric studies. While inter-observer and 

orientation errors can generally be comparable to intra-observer errors [25], automated algorithms have the advantage of 

decreasing the probability of errors, limiting differences in obtained measurement results to characteristics of scanning and 

reconstruction techniques or choices of settings of automated algorithms. Moreover, automated odontometric methods may 

be suitable for multi-task analysis, as 3D automated techniques, when combined with classical methods, expand their 

potential and serve, as an example, for the description of dental morphology, size of teeth or dental enamel thickness. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Materials 

As has been mentioned, high resolution x-ray tomographic scanning enables clearer reconstruction of 

morphological structures, which have important roles to play in setting automated algorithms. For our study we used 

3D reconstructions of incisors taken from the Sunghirian findings. This work mainly presents new expansions of 

automated measurement methods, rather than odontological analyses based on measurement results, hence we do not 

focus on archaeological and anthropological description of the well-known Upper Palaeolithic site and its former 

inhabitants. The original material is represented by skulls with dental arches, as teeth could not be extracted from the 

bone sockets (alveolae). Phoenix v|tome|x m (Waygate Technologies) was therefore used as an appropriate instrument 

for placing and scanning skull-size objects. The scanning of the Sunghirian S2 individual’s skull was performed with 

the following settings: 275 kV voltage, 400 µA current at tube and 250 ms exposure time. The entire stack of scans was 

sorted to separate images referring to each tooth, which were subsequently processed on Avizo 9.01 (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific). Thresholding has allowed to segment the enamel layer due to the extraordinarily high absorption rate of the 

highest mineralised tissue in human bodies. The result of image processing was to obtain enamel cap reconstructions 

of upper right and lower left second incisors with isometric voxel side size of up to 43 µm. While choosing teeth for 

developing and testing the algorithms we did not select samples with close-to-ideal morphology, mainly for objectivity 
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reasons. Both teeth have imperfections: while the upper incisor has an excess of enamel in the cervical area, the lower 

incisor is characterized by an exposed area of dentine at the mesial corner of its crown. 

2.2. Methods 

Having at our disposal a previously developed custom odontometric software (O3DO software, registration number 

RU 2019665315), which performs visualisation, surface curvature analysis, coordinate system setting, sectioning and 

other tasks, we defined one of the main problems of the study in correctly identifying incisor features to enable effective 

running of automated algorithms, since incisors have essential morphological differences compared with the earlier 

studied molars. In other words, it is important to find morphological features that would fit the image processing 

capability of the software. This condition is especially significant for orientation, which is, in fact, the basis of any 

measurement system and has a clear impact on measurement results. One of the most essential structures for orientation 

in all groups of teeth is the cervical margin of the enamel cap, which can be clearly visualised by means of high 

resolution scanning techniques. We use the centre of mass of the enamel cap cervical margin, which represents a closed 

line curved in three dimensions. Thus, its geometric centre serves as a tooth orienting coordinate system origin. 

It might seem obvious from functional and morphological perspectives that the only prominent structure incisors 

possess is their edge, which should be incorporated in the development of orientation and measurement algorithm. 

Nevertheless, for setting the direction of the vertical y-axis we used an algorithm for identifying the corners of the 

enamel cap. The incisal edge was found inappropriate for formal description and clear detection due to its complex and 

variable morphological structure. The current version of vertical axis direction setting presents it as the bisector of the 

angle, whose sides are limited by lines running from the origin of the coordinate system to the crown corners. The plane, 

defined by three points—one centre of mass of the enamel cervical margin and two incisal edge corner points (mesial 

and distal)—sets the direction of the horizontal x-axis and the sagittal z-axis. The maximal mesio-distal crown diameter 

is measured between two other points, which are set by the initial contact of two virtual parallel planes with mesial and 

distal surfaces of enamel cap reconstructions of the incisors. These planes are perpendicular to the horizontal axis, and 

therefore the measured parameter, thus represents a projection of the distance between the two points onto the x-axis. 

3. Results 

The custom-developed software allows to perform the above-mentioned procedures automatically. The entire 

process from model uploading to obtaining measurement results actually takes less than 30 seconds, and the only 

manually operated procedure is the selection of the corresponding mode for incisors, which performs differently from 

modes developed earlier for molars, premolars and canines. Surface analysis, orientation, localisation of crown edge 

angles and measurements do not require any interference from the operator. An example of some basic measurements, 

representing the result of measuring the mesio-distal crown diameter of the two discussed above incisors is set out in 

Table 1. Insofar as the proposed algorithm works using two extreme lateral points of the incisal edge of the crown 

(marked in blue in Figures 1 and 2), we present the x-axis projection of the distance between these two points as a 

potentially measurable and automatically generated parameter. We name this parameter as interangular distance (Table 1), 

because the points, which define this parameter, are vertices of mesio-incisal and disto-incisal angles of the tooth crown. 

Table 1. Parameters measured automatically on the incisors. 

Incisor Mesio-Distal Diameter, mm Interangular Distance, mm 

Upper right second 8.40 6.07 

Lower left second 6.48 5.67 

The genuine interface for measuring teeth looks exactly as presented in Figure 1. As can be seen, the coordinate 

system is presented as arrows of different colours; the blue points locate crown mesial and distal incisal angles; the 

MD-diameter measurement points are marked in green. The red-coloured area is the result of surface curvature analysis 

algorithm. Hereafter we shall present the results of this algorithm functioning to demonstrate the reasons for choosing 

the crown incisal edge angle points as landmarks reliably representing incisor morphology. As shown in Figure 2a,b, 

not all points found in the areas with corresponding curvature are located on the incisal edges, and not the entire area 

which would be considered as of the incisal edge, is marked correspondingly. Moreover, there is a considerable 

difference in the appearance of the incisal edge even between these two teeth, but, in fact, its natural variance is 

significantly wider. 
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Figure 1. Lower left second incisor in the software interface; frontal view. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 2. Incisal view of upper (a—left) and lower (b—right) second incisors with areas of correspondence to the surface curvature 

setting, marked in red. 

Following planned improvements to the automated algorithm, the presented results will likely be altered because 

of changes in orientation. Meanwhile, we trimmed the 3D reconstruction of the enamel cap of the upper incisor, which 

allowed the current software version to perform more effectively as it could not previously measure the MD crown 

diameter correctly with the unusual morphological extension of the upper second incisor enamel (Figure 3a,b). 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 3. (a) and (b). Mesio-frontal view of the upper right second incisor before (left) and after (right) trimming the enamel extension.  
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4. Discussion 

Measurement techniques are one of the most rapidly and extensively developing study methods in odontological 

research and can be instrumental in better understanding the morphological features of teeth. Automation provides 

multiple benefits for a measurement system (or systems), in many respects, including speed (results are obtained within 

seconds) and usability, which are already applicable, as well as a potential for providing compatibility of different 

methods. If compared with manual and semi-automated techniques, automated measurements do not depend upon 

subjective factors, except the choice of study material and some customisable settings (e.g. number of sections or 

sectioning mode, where applicable). This feature is very helpful for communication between researchers, as 

measurements can be accurately reproduced on the same model in an errorless manner and regardless of researchers’ 

skills, time and place of research and other factors. An example of an automated algorithm is presented in Figure 4. 

That being said, any method, including automation, should rely on fundamentals of dental morphology and, at the same 

time, serve for the purpose of describing its features. As new extensions of automated techniques for incisors are 

proposed, we shall discuss some aspects, which can be found important for its correct understanding. 

 

Figure 4. Algorithm for automated orientating and measuring teeth. 

Special attention was paid to orientation of teeth, which is considered to be one of the most essential stages of any 

measurement technique. Taking into consideration the complexity of shapes of teeth and their variability, there are 

numerous methods of setting positions of teeth and instruments prior to measuring. Our own experience of developing 

an automated odontometric system for 3D reconstructions of teeth suggests that specific structures must be chosen that 

are relevant to the very basic features of dental morphology for orientation purposes. Such structures should be 

simplified to the minimal number of points and their coordinates for setting directions of axes, among which the vertical 

axis is paramount as it gives the most reliable lengthwise orientation. Thus, within the proposed technique just three 

points have been found to be sufficient for setting the vertical axis direction of an incisor. These three points should 

preferably be positioned at maximal distances from each other to improve correct setting of axis direction. The first 

point on all groups of teeth, including incisors, is the centre of mass of points representing the enamel cervical margin 

of the tooth crown on the 3D model. It is worth mentioning that these centroids can be used in odontological studies for 

marking tooth outlines in 2D mode [26]. Teeth acquire their enamel cervical at the end of the enamel formation process. 

Micro-computed tomography provides adequate reconstruction of this structure, but reconstruction quality still depends 

on many factors. The edge is thin, and therefore its reconstruction accuracy is rather contingent upon scanning resolution. 

For the same reason, while chipped edges are observed on palaeo-material, restoration should still be possible if traces 

of enamel edge are observed on the dentine layer. We can also speculate on the stability of the enamel edge, but it is 

presumably less prone to changes if compared with those surfaces, which are in contact with adjacent and opposing 

teeth. In addition, carious and non-carious lesions may cause morphological changes in the cervical enamel. 
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The enamel cervical margin is curved to various degrees on different teeth in heterodont systems. Incisors possess 

one of the most sinuous edges, hence trimming them is not recommended for orientation purposes. Coordinates of all 

points representing the enamel cervical margin are used for defining the position of the centre of mass of the enamel 

cervical margin as the origin of the tooth crown vertical axis. The other point of the vertical axis is set on the opposite 

part of the incisor crown—its incisal edge, which is responsible for function performance. Despite the wide use of 

incisal edges for orientating in visual analysis, it is difficult to describe the complete natural detail and features of these 

morphological structures by means of digital image analysis. This difficulty in describing the incisors’ edge and its 

outline variance can turn the incisal edge into an object of research rather than a basic feature for orientation and 

interpretation of crown shape. Despite the fact that incisors undergo significant morphological changes as they wear, 

whilst preserving the ability to perform their function, their edges gradually turn into flattened facets, various in shapes, 

areas, inclinations or other features. Nevertheless, incisors and their incisal edges do not lose that morphological feature, 

which is used in the proposed measurement technique. This feature encompasses the two points of the incisal edge of 

the crown that are used for orientating the vertical axis and defining the frontal plane. These points can also serve as 

landmarks for limiting the borders of the incisal edge with mesial and distal surfaces. 

5. Conclusions 

Measurements on incisors can be carried out in a fully automated mode. The algorithms presented in this paper 

perform orientation and, for now, the most basic measurement, that is the mesio-distal crown diameter. The technique 

description includes a substantiation of morphological landmark choices on incisors and measurement procedures for 

the proposed method.  

As the algorithm is still being developed, it is not yet in open access. We believe that joint testing and use of the 

measurement technique for scientific applications would be an important part of development, and hence we are open 

to prospective collaboration. 

Going forward, our plans are to develop the following elements for our automated digital odontometric system 

for incisors: differentiation of measurements on upper and lower teeth, measurement on worn teeth, expansion of the 

measured parameters’ range, as well as further improvements which would allow to avoid trimming procedures in cases 

of unusual incisor morphology. 
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